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The outstanding unresolved issue of the highly successful standard model is the origin of 

electroweak symmetry breaking and of the mechanism that determines its scale, namely the 

vacuum expectation value [vev) v that is fixed by experiment at the value 

v = Am'wfg7 = ( v ^ C , ) - ' ~ *-TeV. ( I ) 

In this talk I will discuss aspects of two approaches to thin problem. 

One approach is straightforward and down to earth: tlir srar< h for experimental signa

tures, as discussed previously by Pierre Darriulat. This approach covers the energy nralns 

accessible to future and present laboratory experiments: roughly ( 1 0 " f - lu°)f7rV. The low

est energy of about an eV is characteristic of neutrino oscillation experiments, which have 

an indirect connection in that neutrino masses—if they exist—arise, like all nthrr masses, 

from gauge symmetry breaking. In trrms of direct searches Tor the elementary Higgs particle 

of the minimal rtandard model, there has been a long standing Inwrr bound' on (he lliggs 

mass of about 15 MeV from nuclear and atomic physics. If the lop quark mass is as large as 

suggested by analyses7 of B — B mixing data, 3 much of the lliggs mass range Icinrmatirally 

accessible in B or K decay is probably also ruled out. 4 In fact arguments1 based on standard 

cosmology forbid such a light lliggs particle unless the top quark is nearly as hravy as the 

W—in which case one-loop effects* involving the top quark should induce b ~* * \ If and/or 

3 - • d+H transitions at observable rates. LEP and SLC will soon prnlw lligg' masses up to 
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lli(K=p iu-rtfKililr in 7 decay, ,iud l.r-.l' I I wil l probe beyond the 7, mass through the process 

r V - - ^ 4 //. (2) 

Future facilities likr t h f SSC, LI IC find C M C will be sensitive to a heavier l l i j ^ s via the 

decay / / —» 21V or 1Z. There is nn unfortunate window for lliggs miwr<t in the range 

2 E 7 , F P - nig < »»tf < 2miv which will probably be inaccessible at any of the present and 

planned facilities. Aside from this flap, the SSC will be able to probe the Higgs mechanism 

up into the 7VV region, as I will discuss in the first part of my talk. Happily (and not 

accidentally), this coincides with the maximum energy scale where theory dictates that 

some associated phenomenon must show up. 

The second Approach involves theoretical speculations, such at technicolor and super-

symmetry, that attempt to explain the 7'eV scale. Ideally, one would like lo derive this 

scab*—together with all of observed physical— from a Theory of Everything (TOE) that is 

perhaps manifest only at the Planck scale of about IO ' "0>V, and hence well beyond the 

reach of laboratory experiments. The second part of my talk wil l describe one attempt, 

based on superstring-inspired models, to descend from the Planck scale to the experimen

tally accessible scales of a TeV or less. 

THE STANDARD MODEL AND THE TEV SCALE 

In the minimal version of the standard model* the eleclroweak gauge symmetry is broken 

by the introduction of a complex scalar fliggs doublet: 

wi th a potential energy density: 

that drpends only only on the modulus 

M = p= tl + v. (5) 

an il lustrated in Fig. 1. Here / / is the physical Iliggs field whose mass in detrrminrd by the 

potential of pig I as: 
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Figure 1 
The tree potential of Equation 4. 

m'H = 2Ati'. (6) 

The gauge symmetry breaking arises through the gauge invariant scalar kinetic energy 
density obtained by the substitution: 

S„ - . D, = a„ + if • A, (7) 

a„y>d"? - Z)„v>D"? = *j- W*W + m\Z* + mnWfd-v* + •••. 

U = m ^ (8) 

The expansion (8) contains in particular vector boson mass terms; the identification of the 
W mass directly determines the vev v in terms of the Fermi constant Gf which is known 
from the neutron /3-decay lifetime, Eq-(l). 

The physical spectrum is manifest in the U-gauge, or unitary gauge, where the 0 de 
pendence of the last term i.; (3) is removed by a f.auge transformation: 

• A C ) - * - £(//,W.Z, .). O) 

Higher order calculations are more easily performed in an R-gauge, or renorlnalizable gauge, 
where the unphysical degrees of freedom 9i appear explicitly in the lagrangian: 

£ A = £(/f,#„lf,Z,...). 
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Ill the subsequent discussion I will make use of an "equivalence theorem" which s t a t e s 8 - 1 0 

tha t if fine t rea ts the 0, in £ « as if they were physical fields, J -mat r ix elements obtained with 

the 0, us external particles are the same, up to corrections of order tn\V£/EJvz, as S matrix 

elements with external longitudinally polarized Wx and Z'» (Wt,,Zt)-

We can combine the experimental value of GF with the results ( I ) and (6) of the minimal 

theory to express the Higgs mass in the form: 

m„ = \ /5A»s- —TeV. (11) 
Aw 

Since per turbat ion theory converge*" only if A/4w < I , the conventional wisdom is that 

the II iggs m i n i* less than about a TeV. This conclusion leads to the well-known gauge 

hierarchy problem, which arises because scalar masses have quadralically divergent quantum 

corrections; e g , , at one loop 
A m L i . r = oA'/'of '• (12) 

Technically, this is not a problem in the context of the renormalizable standard model; one 

simply tela the fully renormaltzed Higgs mass at its physical value, assumed to be less than 

a TeV. However a small Higgs maw is unnatural when the standard model is embedded in 

a more fundamental theory with much larger mass acalea, like the G U T scale or the Planck 

scale. In this context we need a mechanism for damping the quadrat ic divergence in (12); 

this mechanism should be associated with a scale A such that 

o A 3 < (4«TeV)*. 

The scale A must therefore be less than about 10 TeV unless the numerical factor a contains 

some suppression factor. 

There axe three standard mechanisms that are invuked for addressing the gauge hierarchy 

problem: 

a) Compoaiteness. The loop corrections (12) could be sufficiently damped if the standard 

model is an effective theory in which the known fermions, for example, are composite objects 

with an inverse radius of confiin-ment Iras than abou t a TeV. This possibility is disfavored 

by already existing experimental da ta , and I will not discus* it further. Fiwsihililies :>or a 

riniipiMilr'iit-u scale much larger than the scale of etcctroweak symmetry breaking will be 

<IIM USSJII at tins mrt'ting by I'nti 
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b) ' IccJuusolot ." 'riiift conjecture invokes new "technifcmiioiis" with Range in l r i a r t imn 

t h a t become strong a t a scale 

A - Arc~-25<K?cV / t - n . (14) 

c) S t lperay inmet ry" (SUSY). In thin case the effective cut-off in I he stiperparlrwr mass 

split t ing: 

A ~ mftr„ign - mfc„ m s msvsr (15) 

which should be less t han a 7*ei». Experimental searches a t e*e~ colliders indicate a SUSY 

m(us gtip larger t han 20 TeV luid d a t a from pfJ coltidcni suggest a mass gap larger than 90 

TeV. 

Why does SUSY help? Fermion m u s e s are protected by chira] symmetry from large 

loop corrections. For every free masaless fennion there ia * global symmetry of the theory 

under which the left and right handed fermioni undergo independent phase transformation!!: 

fll - • e"*7t,i qn -* e " W (16) 

Because a massless fermion cannot be brought t o rest, the re ia n o communication between left 

wid right spinning componeii t i . Gauge interactions preserve this chira! symmetry , so they 

cannot induce fermion r lasses in higher order . Th i s means t h a t t o all orders t h e q u a n t u m -

corrected fermion mass is proportional t o the bare mast . For example, a fermion with bare 

mass m f gets a one loop correction of t h e form 

A m F = m i M l n ( A / m r ) , (17) 

where A *» o / 4 * , so t h a t even with a very large cut-off, the order of magnitude of a frrmion 

mass is fixed by its tree-level value. T h e role of SUSY is to t ie scalar masses t o the already 

protected fermion masses via Bq.(l5)-

When gravity is taken into account, supersymmetry implies supergrav i ty ; M the maiwless 

spin 2 graviton C? has a spin-^ superpar tner , the gravitino 0, whose nonvanishing mass is a 

measure of the scale of SUSY breaking. This would seem to imply a constraint 

ma£TcV, (IS) 

which is disfavored by cosmological a r g u m e n t s ' 8 unless t h e gravitino is lighter t han about 

a fceV. Defore discussing how the bound (18) may be evaded, I will briefly consider the 

technicolor hypothesis and discuss electroweak physics at t h e TeV scale. 
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Technicolor in hawd on Ihr rmjtiriral nhsrrvAt jon of quark condensation in QCD. That 

is. quark hilinrars have a nonvanishing t>ev's: 

< * * > ~ A £ C D - > - / . ' ^ 0 . (19) 

tha t break the global chiriJ symmetry SU{Nrh * 5 ( / ( ( V F ) n . where N r is the number of 

quark flavors, down to ordinary SU(WF), under which right and left handed fermioni of the 

name flavor transform in the name way: o = 0 in Eq.( l6) . To each brok -n symmetry there 

corresponds a Goldatone boson; there are /V^ — 1 in this case and lliry nre identified with 

the observed pseudovralar mesons. 

In addition to the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking induced by the veu (19), chiral 

symmetry it explicitly broken by nonvanishing quark masses. In the real world, the up and 

down quark masses a re •mall with respect t o the Q C D mass scale as determined by fw or 

A Q C D - Therefore chiral symmetry is a good approximation for NF = 2, with the SV{3) 

triplet of pions as the Goldntone bosons. In this case the quruk bilinear vev of Eq.{19) 

t rans forms as a doublet under the eleclroweak gauge group 5C/(2) t x ( /(I)- In the absence 

of any other source of electroweak symmetry breaking, the vector bosons W. Z would acquire 

m a w s of about 30 AfeV by "eat ing - the pions, which would become their longitudinally 

polarizrd components. 

Technicolor mimics Q C D by replacing gluoni by technigluons, quarks by techniquarks 

and pions by technipkms. T h e difference is in the scale at which the technicolor interaction 

becomrsi strong: 

ACJC-D " / . s 100fl/eV -» A r c - « =: 2 5 0 O V . (20) 

so t h a t 

mil- =; 3 t M M ' -* mw ~ SOGrV. (21) 

and the techniprons become the longitudinally polarized components or IV. Z. 

1,4*1 us return now to the "Mexican Ha l " potential of Fig 1. and consider what happens 

whrn t h e Miggs mass m j / , and therefore the coupling constant A, becomrs aibitrarily large ." 

t jui le generally, if v> is an n-component rompte* ipinnr-

-a-
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the lagrangtan 
£ = 6 > c » y - j ( „ ' - „ Y (22) 

is invariant under the global orthogonal group SO{2n). Consider first the case n = 1, with 

If we let the coupling constant X -» oo the field variable p is fixed at iti ground-state value 

f . >,, », _ -^e'"" (24) 

because quantum excitations about that value cost an infinite amount of energy. Then the 
remaining nontrivjal part of the lagrangian, i.e the kinetic energy term 

C - ^a,ad"« (25) 

describes a free masalesa particle. In the general case n > I, 

/ 0 \ / 0 \ 

1 . • • / • 

where 0 ti an n x n traceJeaa hermittan matrix with 2n - 1 independent element! that 
correspond to th« massleaa Goldstone boson fields fl, that arise when S0(2n) it broken 
spontaneously to S0(2n ~ . ) . Then since 0 doe* not commute with iU derivatives, the 
kinetic energy term in (22) ia Ron trivial and contains derivative interactions; 

C-.\dJlT<>>(S,i + J^). (27) 

This yields scattering amplitudes that increase with the center of mass energy E as E 1 /"' . 
and partial wave tree unitarity is violated* for E%T/*V. 

For n = 2, that in, for the spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern 

50(4) 3f SU(2) x St/(2) -* 50(3) 3r 5(7(2), (28) 

the lagrangian (27) describes the effective tow energy {E&GeV — m # , etc.) theory for Q(-'l> 
with the identification 

"l,1.3 *"* 01.1.3 
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or 

In the rasp thai m M >> v, the same lagrangian describes the effective low energy (nnv « 
E&TeV) theory far the longitudinally polarized vector bosons of the electroweak sector;"* 

Strong WLJZL scattering would occur* at collider* via the Bremsstrahluitg and rescat-
tetingmerhaniamof Fig. 2. The production ratea for pp -• ZLZL and W£\V£ plus anything 

Figure 3 
Vector boson fusion procesa for diboaon production via 

strong Wi, Wi rescattering in fermion collisioni. 

are shown in Fig. 3 for both the tree level** and one-loop corrected" amplitudes. The 
amplitude* are thoae derived from the lagrangian (27), except that unitarily constraint!, 
which damp the high energy behavior, have been imposed in both case*. Because the theory 
defined by (27) ia not renormalizable, the one-loop corrections depend logarithmically on a 
cut off A, taken to be 3 TeV in Fig. 3, and term* of order £/A (that cannot be reliably 
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calculated) have been neglected. Higher orders in lite loop expansion mtail Itiglirr puwrr* „f 

(A/4wt>) — ( A / * T e V ) , no llie loop expansion converges for A&M'rV. The one limp rtirrectrd 

rates should therefore be approximately correct ovrr the center of mass riiriR>- rrginn 

m*w « E 1 « A^OTeV, 

where the cut-off A represents the scale at which the effective theory defined by (27) breaks 

down. For example, A could be the actual physical Higga mass mn or the mass scale 

of a richer resonance spectrum. Below this scale, the yields of Fig. 3 would produce an 

enhancement of the processes 

W-* \WW l + . Y (29) 

\wz) 
relative to the "background" arising from tf annihilation into W, Z paint, which scales as 

E " 1 . An enhancement for invariant pair masses E > (.5 - l)TtV should be observable*'" 

at the SSC operating at maximum design energy and luminosity. Note that the final states 

in (29) include W*W* pairs, which occur at a lower rate, but have no quark annihilation 

background. 

The lagrangian (27) (including gauge couplings via the substitution (7)] was obtained 

aa a limit of a renormalizable theory, and the rales shown in Fig. 3 can be obtained" as 

well by performing the calculations in that theory, and then taking the limit m ^ -* oo. One 

obtains identical results in this way making the identification mj# ** A. 

However, the results are much more general than the standard model. They are valid 1 0 

in any model in which the symmetry breaking sector—i.e. the sector of the ealen (Joldslone 

bosons—has a global SU{2) x SV{2) that assures the tree level relation: 

" - I * " " ! * : = ' • < M ' 
m ^ c o s 1 »„ 

Radiative corrections to (30) arise from gauge and Yukawa couplings that explicitly break 

the chiral symmetry. Therefore, if there is no Higgs particle—or other state connected with 

the symmetry breaking mechanism— lighter than a TeV, the rates shown in Fig. 3 are quite 

generally valid up to corrections of order mwfE, ( E / A ) a and p - 1—and up to resonance 

effects. Depending on how closely a strongly interacting symmetry breaking sector mimics 
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the pinri sector, on" could r x p r r l . for example (as in technicolor), » J = | r fsoi iMrr with 
moss 

• ' « , . , - ~ m , - 2 7 > l ' . , 3 1 , 

W h a t V wrong with A strongly interacting minimal model symmetry breaking sector with 

r n H > > TrVl Aside from theoretical considerations that cast doubt on the consistency of a 

self-interacting scalar field theory, we cannot evade the gauge hierarchy problrin in this way 

because we run into the same problem with quantum corrections. At one loop the effective 

low energy lagrangian (27) is modifird according t o 1 1 

Cci .„ ,«r - ZCct + 0(ln(A/t»)) f finite. (32) 

T h e factor 

can be absorbed into • renormalization of the 2n - 1 fields 9, I t h e vcv v. 

v»n„ = Z\v, vn„-Z^v (34) 

For n = 4 the renormalized new is related to t h e bare one by 

~('-S=.)"(-[£]> 
which cannot "naturally" be kept small if the correction—i.e. t h e cut-off —is arbitrarily 

large. In the minimal model , the cut-off is the ftiggs mans itself, and the corrections will be 

£ 0 ( 1 ) for u ~ j T e V o n l y if 

m„%.*TtV. (36) 

T h e bo t tom line il t ha t some mechanism is needed to damp quadratiraJly divergent radiative 

corrections and provide an understanding of the observed scale of 250 GeV. 

To gain further insight into possible mechanisms for suppressing scalar masses, consider 

why the pion is so light. A good empirical formula for the pion mass is: 

i n ; zz - 7 — " ' , - w ' l 

Til*' squared pk»n maw is suppressed by the ratio of thr explicit chital symmrtry break 

ing scale ( the light quark mass mmd) relative to the scale ( / • ) o( spontaneous symmetry 



breaking, Eq.{19), that forces the existence of a would-be massless Goldstoiie hnson. This 
dimeroionless ratio is scaled by the physic*] cut-off, A -- m„ of the effective low energy pion 
theory. 

To see how a similar mechanism could supplement the role of supersymmetry in sup
pressing elementary scalar masses, consider the action for N free, massless real scalars min
imally coupled to gravity: 

So = \j<P*V9 (^V&V - m),R) , (38) 

where gHt, is the apace-time metric and H is the apace-time curvature. Graviton exchange, 
Fig. 4a, gives a contribution to scalar self energies. In unbroken lupergravity these contri
bution! are exactly cancelled by gr&viMno exchange, Fig. 4b. When SUSY w broken and ihe 
gravitino acquires a man, the cancellation is no longer exact, and one expects a contribution 
to the scalar masses of order 

Figure 4 
Contributions to scalar (v») self energy from (a) pavilion (G) and (b) 
gravitino (G)toopa. In Fig. 6b X( » the fermionic superpartner of <p,. 

- ^ le^mj, ( j y ' 
If there is no other scale in the theory, the cut-off is presumably equal to the Planck mass 
m P» suggesting {instead of (18)) the bound 

mtfZWfTcV (40) 

to assure scalar masses below a TeV. 

However the action (38) (as well as its supersym metric extension) is invariant under 
global SO{N) transformations among the scalar fields. Thts means that the fully quantum 
corrected effective lagrangian can depend on the scalar fields orcly through invariant field 
operators: 
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1( the Isgrangian ( I I ) is such tha t the energy density is minimized for a scalar field configu

ration with 

<\V1\>*0, (42) 

the global SO{N) symmetry will be spontaneously broken toSO( /V - I) and there must be 

/V - | m&ssless (joldstone bosons. Explicitly, one can use an SO(PJ) transformation to cast 

the vev's of t h e scalar fields in the form 

I o 
im 

. o / 
Then only p i acquire* * mas t of t h e order of (39), *nd the other scalar* remain strictly 

missies* to all o r d e r s 1 1 in the effective theory defined by the supersymmetric extension of 

the action (381. 

In the real world tcalars have other interactions, in particular gauge interactions, that 

explicitly break the global SO(N) symmetry and might induce scalar masses of order o A 3 . 

Suppose however tha t the graviUrta acquires a mass through > * vev of a gauge singlet 

scalar and tha t SUSY is unbroken in the gauge sector. One loop contributions to the scalar 

masses from t h e gauge-gaugino sector cancel because of SUSY. At two loops there can be 

contributions involving both the gravity sector, which knows that SUSY is broken, and the 

gauge sector, which breaks SO{N), Their combined effects might be expected to grnerate 

scalar manses of order 

-»'«.•• ~ < ^ <«> 

implying a bound 

m d S l O » r * V . ( « ) 

which at least is weak enough to avoid problems with coamok^ .** 

One anticipated source of scalar masses at the two loop level is from g-iiigino masses 

genrratcd at one loop, which are a pnon of the form: 

mr. = am — + -£(ftl»(A7">M * 0 (>''») 
' n i p mr 

with « ,6 , f of order 1/ifcV However it was n o t e d 3 4 some time agtt tha t gfavitinu 1i*»§* 

routrihuii«ns to the rorlr i i irnts a and * of the divergent terms cancel If this were the only 



two-loop contribution to the scalar mwsra, it would suggest 

giving a bound 

m a S !0MC?eV. (48) 

In fact, it W M subsequently shown1 1 that the gravitino loop contributions to m f cancel 

completely. On the other hand, the real wortd is still more complicated. Scalars also have 

Yukawa coupling—needed in the standard model to generate fermkm masses—but the above 

discussion illustrates how the cancellations provided by supersymmetry may combine forces 

with partial global symmetries of gravitational couplings so at to strongly suppress scalar 

masse*. In the remainder of this talk I will discuss a clam of models suggested by superstring 

theory 5*'" that possess such features. 

SUPER-STRING INSPIRED MODELS 

The most popular candidate at present for the TOE is a string theory, according to which 

elementary "particles" are not particles at all, but rather the lowest vibrational modes of 

tiny strings that have an extension of the order of the Planck length, about lO~ M cm. When 

supersymmetry is included, this *superttring" theory provides the only known possibility 

for m consistent quantum theory of gravity. It suggests that space-lime is actually ten 

dimensional, but with six dimensions curled up with a radius comparable to the Planck 

length. 

ftfTective four dimensional field theories19 suggested by superstrings typically have gauge 

groups much larger than that of the standard model. Part of the symmetry can be broken 

by the so-called llosotanl or Wilson-loop mechanism,™ in which lines 1/ of gauge flux are 

trapped around holes in the compact six dimensional manifold: 

< J dLnAm>tQt (49) 

where m = 4,...,9 is aLorentz index in the compact manifold. In the four dimensional theory 

the vev (49) has the elTect of an adjoint Higgs. The gauge bosons corresponding to the broken 

symmetries acquire masses on the order of the compact! fication scale Ad/r- The remniiiing 

unbroken gauge group is assumed to be broken further to the standard model by conventional 

Higgs mechanisms; the corresponding gauge bosons may have masses in the TeV region and 

13 



thus be observable at proposed supercolliders. There may also be additional generations of 

quark mid leplnns, depending on the topology of the compart manifold. "Mantras' modes 

in four dimensions -i.e. those that end up with masses much smaller than the Planrk scale— 

correspond to 7.rrn rigenriinrlinns of the l^aplarian on the rompact manifold: 

The number of solutions depends on the number of holes in the manifold. In the following I 

will denote by y, the complex scalars (squarks, sleptons, lliggs,...) of the "observed" sector. 

In addition, su perst ring-inspired models contain a "hidden sector" of particles that 

couple to ordinary matter only with gravitational strength. These include the dilaton 4 of 

ten dimensional supergravity and various scalar* associated with the topology of the compact 

manifold. One of these is the "breathing mode" or "compacton" a whose vtv determines 

the overall size of the compact manifold: 

r - 8*GN < t" > « < = "ip' < t u >v,t . (51) 

The ncalars 

j 5 2ReS » 2*" l e 3 * . t H 2ReT » 2«^e* +• ly| ' . (52) 

form 3 0 t * o gauge singlet chirnl supermultiplets together with their fermionic partners and 

two pseudoscnlars that are the four dimensional relics of an antisymmetric tensor field AMN-

M, /V = 0, . . .9, of the ten dimensional theory: 

ImT « t,mA,m, (53) 

where t , m = 0, ±1 is a normalized antisymmetric tensor. 

In heterotir airing" inspired models there is also a hidden matter sector assumed to 

consist only of the gauge bosons and Ihrir gnugino super partners. The hidden gauge group 

is /vg or nnme subgroup thereof. IT it is at lenal as large as St7(3) it is asymptotically free 

and therefore becomes strongly coupled, like QCD. at some scale A,. One expects" that, as 

in CJl'l), the strongly coupled frrmions (the hidden gauginos) condense at this scale: 

It 



The vev (54) spontaneously breaks supersymmctry. Another conjectured3' source of SUSY 
breaking is a ntrnvanishing vev of the antisymmetric three-form Himn = d\Amn: 

< H >»«« c ? 0 (55) 

via a mechanism similar to the gauge symmetry breaking via Wilton loops, Eq-(49), except 
that the //-Rux it trapped over a three dimensional surface S in the compact 6-msmfold* 
and satisfies a quantization condition** of the form: 

< / dS,mnH,mn >= 2xn. (56) 

Either nonvanthing vev (54) or (55) by itself would induce a positive cosmologies! con-
itant, but together they can conspire to cancel the vacuum energy in the pretence of SUSY 
breaking- Dine et aJ." uied these idea* to obtain an effective supergravity theory for the 
observed uector in four dimension! with a scalar potential which il achematically of the form 
(in reduced Planck mass units: m^ = I): 

" = ; ( ' - l»|J)-3 {(< - I .IVM' + <% M" + \Orv' + e + Ml>\'} (57) 

where o and Gy generically represent the gauge and Yukawa coupling constants, respectively. 
Note that the potential (57) is the sum of three positive semi-definite terms. The first two 
terms, proportional to \y\*, force |« = 0<a£ the ground state. Then the third term. 

"(»=" 0 ) = i | c + / ( . )» | 'EU, (58) it* 

determines a relation among the parameter* c and h and the vev at a: 

< c + / ( i ) * > = < V * > = 0 . (59) 

The tree level vacuum hai the following features: 

a) The cosmologies) constant vanishes: 

<V *^<V >=0 . (60) 

b) The gauge ncnsinglct scalar masses vanish: 

! 6V (61) 
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because the only quadratic dependence on the y, is in the multiplicative factor \i - hy]*) 

whose coefficient vanishes at the ground stale- This feature in related 3* M to the fact tha t 

the potential (57) is partially invariant under a nonlinearly realized "Heisenberg- symmetry 

tinder which the sralars transform as: 

Sj/, = o , , St = y ' o , +0*5 ' , , (62) 

with the y, a s (joldslone bosons. Since this symmetry is explicitly broken by gauge and 

Yukawa couplings, one would t-xpect scalar masses t o b e generated by quan tum corrections. 

c) T h e gauginos of the observable sector are massle&s; their masses can be shown to be 

given by 

m, = < | t / l | > = 0 . (63) 

As a result t h e gauge interaction* will so t induce scalar masses a t one loop. 

d) There are no "A- te rms" , tha t is, terms cubic in y that are proportional to the 

"superpotential" W ( y ) , represented schematically in (57) by the te rm Cry3- Specifically, we 

have 

V = | j - I H f f v y s + tHt s + 0&*) = 2 G 1 , i f

J < 5 ~ * r M > +..„ (6-t) 

T h e first te rm on the right in the expansion (64) is t h e A-tertn- Its vanishing, as for gaugino 

masses, is directly related t o the vanishing of the cosmological constant , Eq (60). 

d) T h e vet) of t h e field t is undetermined at t ree level, and so, therefore are the vari

ous scales of theory. These are the compacUfkation scale {or G U T scale, where all gauge 

couplings—both hidden and observed— are unified): 

Act>r ~ *•"' - e'^mr = < ( a t ) " ' >» (65) 

the scale of hidden gaugino condensation: 

Af ~ < - * A f f l T - < ( j O - ' M r t - ^ ) >• (66) 

mid the grnvitirto muss: 

'«rt=< (J'V/I'.M > < 6 7 > 

Ditielruy, Dawson, llmrhlilfe atid I have studied-" one-loop corrections to the effective 

tlMi*ry «!#-srril»etl above. These are "f courseinfinite, because the theory is nortfeis.*miali2ahIe 

10 



|fo*ever, if the underlying theory is finite, the appiueiti divrrgrtH-ps «f the rttt*t I U P thewy 

sltould be damped at the physiral sralrs A r and Am/r above whit h thr r|Ni t i \ r low enfiRy 

theory is not valid. We rim hope that, as for the (gauged" or ungmigrd7 1) wmlinrar sigtna 

mo* i-l of Eq.(27), loop corrections evaluated using the effective low mrrgy tlirnry (orrrrUy 

reproduce the low ettergy limit of loop corrections to the underlying (finite or renmmaltzahle) 

theory, when the cut-off A is replaced by the appropriate phyniral scale. This scalr is known 

only as to order »f magnitude—the precise value of the cut-off depends on the del nils of the 

way in whirh contributions from the physics above that scale cancel the apparent divergrncea. 

We have therefore Introduced "uncertainty factor*" rj In our analysis, e.g. A —* fjjA c or 

>hAct/r» to cover our Ignorance. 

Quite generally, we found that tlie ground state equations Tor the one-loop corrected 

effective potential admit three possible solutions: 

1) The polerttal Is unbounded from below, which meant an infinite, negative rmtimlogt-

cat conste.it, and the gravitino mass is infinite. This is obviously n<- a physically acceptable 

solution. 

2) There is a unique global minimum with vanishing cosmologies! constant and vanishing 

gravitino maw. Th i i » equally unacceptable because if SUSY Is unbroken at tree level, it 

cannot be broken perturbatively to any order. The point is that, aside from the constraint 

(58), the nonperturbatively induced ueu'i (54) and (55) are undetermined at the classical 

level. If the classical degeneracy is lifted at one-loop In a way that fewer* them to vanish, 

higher order corrections cannot change this •ligation. 

3) The potential is positive semi-definite with a degenerate ground state. The gravitino 

mass (67) can be non vanishing but its value, KM well as that of the other scnlfs, (tVi) and (GO), 

remains undetermined. However most of the tree level degeneracy is lifted, so that ratios 

of scales are determined at one loop. Moreover, because of the quantization condition (!>fi), 

the vacuum degeneracy—which is conceivably related to the vanishing of the nwmnlngiritl 

constant—is discrete for a given compact manifold. This means that llicrr in not an associ

ated m&ssletis CJoldstene boson, as would be the case for a continuous vattium drgpitrrary, 

if tt persisted to all orders in perturbation theory. 

The content of the (hidden plus observed) matter spectrum determin** wbrthrr of not 

1) is the case, If it is not, the choice between 2) and 3) depends on the del.til* of the cut «»lf 

mechanism, i.e., on the "uncertainty parameters", which for consistency should he- <»f thr 

17 
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m«Ui (if unily \Ve marched minmirally fm solutions of typr .1), which imfenl «en> found 
for t; -v, I mid VKIIIPA of the gauge rnupling roust ant at the CUT wale: 

« w r =< (-fira)-1 > - (O.Ofi - i), (68) 

The potential for * sample solution is shown in Fig. 5 in the (c,l~% tx m^3} plane. For » 
given topology of the compact manifold, allowed vaccua correspond to intersection of the 
< V = 0 > valley in the potential with lines of const nut c: 

Figure B 
The one-loop effective potential in »he (c,t~') plane for fixed value* of the 

oilier dynamical variables in the o»e where a minimum exist* for finite mg. 

e » n&c, (69) 

wficre the quantization condition (56) determine* the increment Ac: 

A r s l 0 7 . (70) 

The facto? 10s in (TO) roiiw* from various factort of *, and / n the tmrrse ratio of the 
surface integral over dS in \T&) to the square rnol of the six-dimension a) volume integral 
over lite compact manifold M*: 

'=[/„/'^lVX" s '"""" 2 L IT" 
(Inrr HIP vuliie of t is 0«MI )|H»«il.ly liy mmoloKy?). «1I " » T " 1 ™ •>'""' ' f " ' i>» low mnfy 
llin.ry lar li«nl; wr f»"l ("' tin- mimriiraj mluliom: 

•",; - U , ~ jjA,.Tf - (0 07 - l.8)..i|./v^, 1'2) 
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where part of the uncertainty is connected with the size of the gauge group in the hidden 
sector (the larger the group, the smaller the gravitino mass). Using (70) and (71) this gives 

ma £ (2 - 60) x I f T W / ^ ~ {0.4 - 12) x IO , 8 GeV/^. (7.1) 

Assuming a solution of type 3), we can expand the effective one-loop corrected la-
grangian around its ground state configuration to study toft supersymmetry breaking terms 
in the observable sector. To do this we have to consider two different energy scale* of the 
effective four dimensional theory. The tree potential (57) is valid below the scale Ac of gaug-
ino condensation. Loop corrections for this effective theory in fact generate no observable 
toft SUSY breaking for reasons very similar t i those operative at tree level. Scalar muse* 
vanish at one loop3- due to a combination of effect*:3* SUSY prevents the gauge and Yukawa 
sector* from generating one-loop scalar masses; the partial IleJsenberg symmetry, Eq.(62), 
forbidt* mans trims te arise from the coupling of scalar* to the gauge singlet sector; and 
finally matter-hidden sector interference terms vanish due to the tree level condition (59). 
The vanishing of gaugino masses and A-ternu at one loop, as at tree level, is directly related 
to the vanishing of the cotmolugica! constant at that order.9* 

Between the scale l\c and the compactifkattoo scale Aavr* *&* effective theofy is a four 
dimensional tupergravity theory with freely propagating hidden gauginos: ft ^ 0 in Eq (57). 
Including one-loop corrections from tiiis region does not change3* the general features of the 
possible solutions 1) - 3) above. {In fact these additional corrections appear to be necessary 
to avoid3" the unacceptable caje3* I).) Ttteir contributions to soft SUSY breaking in the 
observable sector nave net yet been fully evaluated Here I will offer tome educatei guesses 
as to the result, and assign my own personal confidence It'els to Use various possibilities. 
In this spirit, I predict (95% c.l.) that one-loop cor.*ctionf in the effective four dimensional 
field theory generate no scalar masses c A-terms, The situation tr xardtng gaugino masses 
is more uncertain; the possibilities are: 

1) (IQKt c.f.) Gaugino masses get quadrattcally divergent corrections and me therefore 
of order 

• (temp}1 n 3 / 1 

Tins would in turn generate a two-loop scalar Higgs mass of order 



2) {40% r / ) (iaugino masses are at most logarithmirally di\-rgent at one Inop and 
1 hrrefore of order 3 1 

""~f£b~ , , 0 , - ' ' , > • l 0 " , ^' i»' 
generating a Iliggs mass or order 

, , /I7-550A' ,, 
lmH)'-^~\-M~) T'v ( 7 7' 

The numerical estimate* in Eqs. (74)-(77) are bated on the result! (69)-(73) of our 

analysis* using a specific approximation to the one-loop potential. To the extent that 

this numerical analysis can be trusted (which is much teu reliable than the more general 

qualitative results), we need a factor ranging between 15 and 2500 (modulo various other 

uncertainties) in the parameter s/c oc yfnl, in order to gel a lliggs mass less than a TtV. 

Oi course n and therefore <? could be arbitrarily large, and therefore m$ arbitrarily small. 

However £q.(72) suggests that mg r*nnot be much below the GUT scale, which we expect 

to be chser to the Plawk scale lhw to the TeV scale. It is interesting that the minimum 

value of c suggested by (70) and (71) assures as least a mild hierarchy among 'he Planck 

scale and the C U T or gravitino mass srale, which could be magnified, via, eg. Eq.(77), into 

a sufficiently large hierarchy between those scales and the srale of elect roweak symmetry 

breaking. 

Hmvever there is a third possibility, naiiiely 

3) (50% c.t.) No g*ugino m,istes are generated by one- loop corrections in the effective 

four dimenaional hVtd theor;*. Then scalar masses may occur only at a very high <>rder in 

perturbation theory, with many factors of ( 4 * ) " ' *• I 0 " 1 accounting for the observed gauge 

hierarchy. Of course th«e may br other sources10 of t«o- loop contributions loscalii.* masses, 

but as we don't fu'ly understand the origin rArnnerlWuim* l int o-rur at the one loop level, 

t!irrr ;s IHI way of gurv-irx the contributions nf higher wdrr elfrtts. It may turnout that Mie 

dominant contribution JO H-AIJV tniutses i-omrt from higher Kaluza-Klrin or airing moiles, 

rnUiIing h'ttier |-.mrrs of " i^ /m, - as sup- retaiim factor* 

The ..lain lesson lo l»e dr.iwn from this discussion is that there are a variety *»f mrch 

niMMiIF. in r . r^ tur •ni|M' l,vivily lli-nric* inspired by supeislriugs tli.il might proilurr an 

i-kilrimrnk breaking M,III- llial IS \ciy ninth ^mailer tha» llie natural scale of the theory, 

n.uiK'ly the I'E.iiuk III.IMI 
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